Abstract The paper presents a smart camera aimed at security and law enforcement applications for intelligent transportation systems. An extended background is presented first as a scholar literature review. The smart camera components and their capabilities for automatic detection and recognition of selected parameters of cars, as well as different aspects of the system efficiency, are described and discussed in detail in subsequent sections. Smart features of make and model recognition (MMR), license plate recognition (LPR) and color recognition (CR) are highlighted as the main benefits of the system. Their implementations, flowcharts and recognition rates are described, discussed and finally reported in detail. In addition to MMR, three different approaches, referred to as bag-of-features, scalable vocabulary tree and pyramid match, are also considered. The conclusion includes a discussion of the smart camera system efficiency as a whole, with an insight into potential future improvements.
Introduction
The digital camera market experienced a major boom in the late 1990s and early 2000s. This is due to technological advancements in chip manufacturing, progress in embedded system design, the coming-of-age of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) image sensors, and so on [65] . In particular, the development of CMOS image sensors -cheaper to manufacture than CCDs -boosted this growth. Together with stand-alone digital cameras and camera phones, accessibility and demand for smart cameras also increased. According to [65] , While the primary function of a normal camera is to provide video for monitoring and recording, smart cameras are usually designed to perform specific, repetitive, high-speed and high-accuracy tasks. Machine vision and intelligent video surveillance systems (IVSS) are the most common applications.
In general, surveillance camera systems aim to observe a given area in order to increase safety and security. In [67] , a surveillance system for the detection of individuals within a dense crowd from a scene captured by a time-of-flight camera is presented. It makes it possible to detect and track every person's movement, and to analyze this movement to compare it to the behavior of the entire crowd. Dedicated software enhances these capabilities by providing analysis of the situation, for example. Smart cameras are also widely used in numerous road transportation systems, including traffic management, surveillance, security and law enforcement, automated parking garages [13] , driver assistance and control access systems, etc. A state-of-the-art application related to self-guided and driverless transport vehicles is presented in [62] . The most common and well-known application from the category of traffic surveillance and law enforcement is license plate recognition (LPR) [39] . Due to growing demand, other categories of vehicle classification have also been added recently. Make and model recognition (MMR) [59] and color recognition (CR) of cars are relatively new functionalities.
The smart camera system presented in this paper also belongs to the category of traffic surveillance and law enforcement applications. According to the goals of the INSIGMA R&D project [38] , under which the presented system has been developed, it also incorporates the three functionalities mentioned above: LPR, MMR and CR.
For clarity of presentation, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. The current section presents an extensive literature review within the framework of the subject matter. In Section 2, the overall architecture of the presented smart camera system is introduced. The MMR, LPR and CR components of the system are presented in detail in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6, the system's efficiency is reported and discussed. Conclusions, with an insight to potential future improvements, are drawn in Section 7.
Literature review
As mentioned in Section 1, numerous computer vision approaches and their applications are used in various current video-based roadway transportation systems. Due to their extensive capabilities, such systems are categorized as intelligent transportation systems (ITS) by researchers [68] and legislators around the world [46] .
Various approaches to ITS and different aspects of their architectures are presented in detail in [48] . Methods related to traffic surveillance including tracking and recognition of vehicles, traffic flow monitoring [12] and driver assistance applications are also discussed in the paper. Typical driver assistance applications address lane departure and pedestrian detection problems. Traffic flow monitoring applications may prove to be useful in traffic optimization and road incident management systems. For example, they are able to evaluate the length of traffic queues [26] or estimate critical flow time periods [14] .
The use of traffic cameras for security and law enforcement purposes has many practical benefits. First of all, video sequences recorded by such cameras can be used as evidence for police forces or insurance companies. They can be browsed to review events of interest at different points in time. Moreover, when a given event has been registered by a number of cameras, it can be analyzed from different views. As well as post-hoc analysis, views registered by traffic cameras are usually monitored in real time by human operators in control centers.
Computer vision techniques can significantly expand the capabilities mentioned above. Segmentation, extraction of salient regions, feature-based detection and classification, video indexing and retrieval, etc., can radically increase the number of factors taken into account during the analysis and, in this way, appreciably improve its accuracy. This helps operators avoid making wrong decisions, as they are supported by automatically-generated alarms and advised by powerful content-oriented analysis engines.
As mentioned in Section 1, the smart camera system presented in this paper can also be included in the category of security and law enforcement applications. Development of the presented architecture and the related research form a part of the INSIGMA R&D project [38] in which the authors of this paper are currently involved. One of INSIGMA's objectives is to develop software which will be able to process video sequences registered by surveillance cameras in order to detect and recognize selected features of cars, including vehicle manufacturer and model, number plates and color.
Recognition of vehicle number plates, known as LPR (or as automatic number plate recognition (ANPR), especially in the UK), is one of the most popular and the earliest available application from that category. Most of the existing LPR systems use similar schemes, which usually include the following successive processing steps: preprocessing, plate detection, localization and horizontal alignment, and character segmentation and recognition. The preprocessing step is generally required to improve the quality of the processed images. This may address objectives such as shadow removal, characters enhancement, background suppression, strengthening of edges, etc. These goals are usually achieved by various binarization methods, including the Otsu binarization [37] , adaptive binarization techniques such as variable thresholding [16] or the Sauvola method [2] , and other nonadaptive methods, as in [64] . Strengthening of edges is achieved by combining selected binarization methods with techniques including greying, normalizing, histogram equalization, etc., as reported in [41] . Other preprocessing objectives, such as noise removal and general image enhancement, are achieved by applying wavelet-based filters [55] and the top-hat transform [5] , respectively.
There are also many different approaches to license plate detection and localization. One of the simplest (albeit least efficient) methods is based on histograms obtained as a result of horizontal and vertical projections through the image [37] . In [40] the density-based region growing method is also shown as being capable of detecting license plates. In [70] , connected component analysis followed by the labeling technique is reported as an efficient method. Various edge detection algorithms, including the Canny edge detector [82] and Roberts cross operator [73] , have also been found to be effective. Other approaches to license plate detection and localization are based on different types of salient features including SIFT [17] , discrete wavelet transform [72] , neural networks [28, 33] , etc.
Since objects of interest in video footage are usually distorted, an additional step of horizontal alignment of license plates must follow to improve detection and localization. A number of techniques can be applied to correct the skew of localized and extracted plates. The most effective are the Hough transform [4] and a method based on appropriate geometric constraints, as reported in [42] .
The step following the successful skew correction is character segmentation. There are many different approaches to this task, some of which refer to horizontal and vertical projections through the extracted license plate image. Used alone or in combination with selected geometrical constraints (related to assumptions about the height and width of characters) are reported as being effective in [74] and [61] , respectively. A grey-level quantization combined with appropriate morphology analysis were also performed to locate and separate individual characters [40] . Another technique examined within the framework of this subject [78] is connected component analysis. In [79] , it was shown that an in-depth analysis based on a combination of selected binarization methods results in good character segmentation. In [84] , characters, even when they are adhesive or cracked, are accurately extracted thanks to the spatial scalability of their contours. Characters extracted in this way are then segmented using a matching algorithm using adaptive templates.
The final step is character recognition. The most popular approaches to this task are based on different models of neural networks, including artificial neural networks (ANNs) [27] , probabilistic neural networks (PNNs) [54] , and back propagation neural networks (BPNN) [83] . Within the category of machine learning methods, support vector machine (SVM) [18] -based approaches are also popular, as reported for example in [6] . Among other methods, template matching [77] and optical character recognition (OCR) [81] are also frequently used. Comprehensive surveys of LPR techniques can be found in [23] and [63] .
Despite the fact that MMR frameworks are already being applied in selected security systems [51] , the volume of related scientific literature is relatively low. This is most likely due to commercialization.
One of the first approaches to the MMR issue was presented in [58] , where a combination of different types of features, extracted from frontal views of cars, was used to distinguish between different car models. Selected feature extraction algorithms (e.g., Canny edge detector, square mapped gradients, etc.) and various classifications methods (e.g., naive Bayes) were investigated in [57] . Another contour oriented approach [85] is reported in [50] . In this approach, contours, extracted using the Sobel filter, are transformed into complex feature arrays where only the contour points common to all images from the training set (of a given class) are represented. Such feature arrays, known as oriented-contour point matrices, are input into the classification procedure which uses four different measures including distance errors between oriented-contour points of the class model and the sample being examined. Another contour-based solution is presented in [3] .
Methods described so far are based on features extracted from the spatial domain. There are also methods which operate in different transform domains [9, 25] . An example of such an approach was presented in [43] where the discrete curvelet transform (DCT) [15] was shown; this transform domain feature extractor provides the best recognition rate out of the three being studied. In [43] , the DCT was combined with a standard k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithm [19] . According to results reported in [35] , SVN gives better results when combined with DCT, especially when the SVM one-against-one strategy is used. Similar research based on the contourlet transform [22] is presented in [60] .
Other valuable approaches to MMR are also related to the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [49] . The effectiveness of SIFT-based MMR schemes was investigated and reported by the research team of Prof. Serge J. Belongie [11] . A simple matching algorithm, where SIFT descriptors computed for a given query image are matched directly, one by one, with descriptors determined for each of the reference images, is presented in [21] . This and other reports confirm that approaches based on SIFT [80] or the speeded-up robust features (SURF) method [34] are also promising for solving the MMR problem.
Vehicle color recognition (VCR) in outdoor conditions remains an unsolved problem. This is mainly due to lighting conditions, shadows and reflections of sunlight on the shiny vehicle surface. These problems make finding a suitable solution challenging.
In [31] a tri-state architecture including a Separating and Re-Merging (SARM) algorithm to effectively extract the car body and classify the vehicle color in challenging cases with unknown car type, unknown viewpoint, and no homogeneous light reflection conditions. In [24] , in turn, different features, selected to represent various color spaces, and different classification methods (kNN, ANNs, and SVM), were analyzed with regard to the VCR task. The features were computed according to two selected views of the car: a smooth hood piece, and semi-frontal view. Sunlight reflections and filtering out vehicle parts irrelevant to the color recognition problem were the subjects of research reported in [36] . An effective approach based on color histograms and template matching was reported in [45] . The main objective of this approach was to find the required number of histogram bins. Color histograms, combined with principal component analysis (PCA), were examined in [56] . A different SVM based approach was proposed in [76] . The video color classification (VCC) algorithm presented in this paper was based on refining the foreground mask for removing the undesired region.
General assumptions and system architecture
According to the INSIGMA project's objectives, it has been assumed that smart surveillance cameras will be positioned over every traffic lane, including highways, streets, parking lots, etc. It has also been assumed that the resolution of M-JPEG video sequences recorded by these cameras should not be less than 4CIF. In other words, the expected minimum resolution of processed video frames is 704×576 pixels. Taking into account the standard image sensor type (1/3, for instance) and the focal length of applied lens equal to for example 60 mm, the size of the camera field of view (FOV) from a distance of about 40 m is 2.35×1.76 m. FOV of the same size can be also obtained from a distance of about 5 m, but with a focal length equal to 8 mm. These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
At its core, our smart camera implementation (known as the iCamera system), is a JVMbased system built using the Spring Framework [66] . It works on the Ubuntu 13.04 64 bit operating system. Despite this, to increase the system efficiency, its specialized modules (MMR, LPR, CR) have been written in C. To use their functionalities as well as to exchange data between them and the system backbone (the Camera Core), the Java Native Interface (JNI) framework has been used.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the Camera Core receives the video stream from the Camera IP, and decodes and passes it on to subsequent modules. The decoded video frames are initially passed on to the Global Detection and Extraction (GDE) module. The task of this module is to detect (on a video frame from the camera) and then to extract (by cropping this frame) two Regions of Interest (ROIs). One of them -a sub-image containing the grill part of a car together with its headlights and indicator lights is for the MMR and CR modules. The other -a sub-image limited to the license plate area is for the LPR module.
Both ROIs are detected using two different Haar-like detectors, which have been trained concurrently according to MMR (CR) and LPR needs. More details of Haar-like detectors have been reported in [8] . Successful ROI detection (equivalent to car detection in FOV) causes the GDE to activate the MMR, CR and LPR modules. After activation, the MMR, CR and LPR modules individually process ROIs passed to them from the GDE, and send the results of this processing back to the Camera Core. These results are metadata depending on the module which generates them.
In the case of MMR the returned metadata contains an alias name identifying the make and model of the car, which have been predicted by the classifier built into the module. In the case of LPR however, the metadata contains the text read from the license plate by the embedded OCR tool. This information like that is passed as Exif fields in the XML format. Selected examples of these fields are shown in Fig. 3 .
The input video stream is supplemented by additional data during its passage through the iCamera system. The added data are the previously mentioned Exif fields. The video stream extended in this way is finally passed to the user interface. The interface allows the user to control the iCamera system by for example stopping and starting the video streaming and enabling or disabling each of the specialized modules. Its current look is shown in Fig. 4 .
The core thread of the iCamera system aggregates the prediction/OCR results referring to the same vehicle from successive neighboring video frames to obtain statistics and finally increase the system accuracy. Final accuracy in this case is proportional to the camera frame rate. However, the greater the frame rate the shorter the frame processing time. Of course, there are also other factors, for instance the efficiency of the hardware platform used, which impact the system's performance as well as its accuracy. These, and other aspects referring to iCamera system's efficiency, are discussed in Section 6.
Make and model recognition
The MMR approach presented in this paper has originated in the Real-Time (RT) solution described in detail in [8] and, like that one is a feature-based classification procedure where makes and models of cars are predicted according to the Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) [10] descriptors. These descriptors are calculated for salient points (also known as key-or interest points) found in an image and, as such, can be treated as local features of an image, which enables identification of objects in the analyzed scene. In contrast to the approach described in [8] , where the k-means clustering [29] was used in combination with the Support Vector Machines (SVM) [18] , the scheme presented in this paper is based on the Scalable Vocabulary Tree (SVT) technique [52] .
The reason why we started looking for a different solution for the MMR module was the duration of the training phase, which, in the case of the RT approach [8] (hereinafter referred as SVM-based approach), is pretty long. In addition, it extends rapidly together with a growing number of trained classes in the SVM model, gaining finally an unacceptable level. To size the problem, for 17 classes for instance (the case reported in [8] ), duration of the training phase takes about 20 h; for 45 car models it takes nearly 3 weeks (on the same computer system).
To solve this problem, the two following approaches have been examined in addition to the SVM-based one. One of them is just the SVT-based approach mentioned above, while the other one, based on LIBPMK -a Pyramid Match Toolkit [47] , is related to Grauman and Darrell's Pyramid Match algorithm" [30] . The VocabTree2, by Noah Snavely [71] is in turn, an example of useful library where SVT implementation is popularized [1] .
SVT is a technique which evolved from Bag-of-Features method [20] (in fact the RT approach was also organized according to a Bag-of-Features scheme). SVT is used to create a hierarchy of features, which are organized as tree nodes. To each of such tree nodes a cluster of features is assigned. As well as tree nodes, which are getting smaller at the successive tree levels, clusters of features assigned to these nodes are also getting smaller. As the successive levels of the tree are created, clusters of features are subdivided into smaller ones, using kmeans algorithm. Despite this fact, SVT is able to generate a big codebook with light-weight calculations.
In VocabTree2 implementation [71] , vocabulary tree is organized according to two main parameters, which are as follows:
& "depth", which determines the depth (number of levels) of the tree, & "branching_factor", which defines the number of children of each node of the tree ("branching_factor" is equated with k).
At the beginning, the vocabulary tree (VT) is just an "empty" structure of cluster centers and their Voronoi regions" [52] , defined at each level by "branching_factor". Although VT is built as a result of hierarchical quantization of a common feature space (the bag-of-features), where all the descriptor vectors calculated for all the training images are thrown in advance, features are not assigned to its tree nodes until the next step, known as an online phase. During this next step, each descriptor vector from the bag-of-features is propagated down the VT Fig. 4 Sample look of the iCamera User Interface (Captions Bastra_1^and Bczerwony^, displayed at the top left of the screen are the metadata returned by the MMR and CR modules, respectively. Because the LPR module is off at the moment -it has been deactivated using checkboxes situated at the top right of the screen, there is no information about registration numbers structure and compared with every cluster center, one by one. Information about the descriptor vector, and thereby about the image that it comes from, is assigned to the closest cluster -a selected node of the tree in fact. Number of vectors assigned to each cluster builds a weighted relation between tree nodes and each image from the training dataset. Above-mentioned relation forms an "image database" used later for fast image classification or retrieval. To classify a query image using (or retrieve it from) such a database, its descriptor vectors must be first quantized in a similar way to this applied when vocabulary tree is created. Next, an appropriate weighting scheme has to be employed, which, in the case of the SVT approach, is the TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency). With regard to the TF-IDF scheme, visual words that occur frequently in an image but are rare in other images got higher weights. After TF and IDF scores for the images in the database are accumulated, a set of top matches (of matching a query image to the database) is retrieved.
In the SVT-based approach, likewise in the SVM-based one, training images, known as the reference images (RI), are sub-images containing grill parts of cars together with their headlights and indicator lights. The same type of sub-images, known as grill ROIs, are used in the query (testing) phase, when the SURF descriptors are determined for the analyzed image, known in turn as the query image (QI).
Diagram which represents in general both training and testing phases of the presented SVTbased MMR approach is shown in Fig. 5 .
One of the most significant advantages of the SVT approach is very compact representation of an image patch in the "image database". It is "simply one or two integers which should be contrasted to the hundreds of bytes or floats used for a descriptor vectors" [52] . This compact representation is also the most important difference between SVT approach and Grauman and Darrell's Pyramid Match algorithm [30] , which has been also taken into examination.
The Pyramid Match (PM) is a partial matching approximation carried out between two sets of feature vectors, where feature vectors are for instance vectors of local features (e.g., SURF features) extracted from regions around salient -interest points in an image. PM algorithm uses "a multi-dimensional, multi-resolution histogram pyramid to partition the feature space into Fig. 5 Workflow of the SVT-based MMR approach increasingly larger regions" [44] . Partitions in the pyramid, known also as bins, continue to grow in size from very small to larger ones while the successive bins enclose ever-greater subspaces of the entire feature space. Partition being at the top level of the pyramid, engulfs the entire feature space. If any two feature points from any two feature vectors are contained inside the same bin, they are counted as matched. In addition, the size of that bin indicates the farthest possible distance between these two points. Such an approach is in contradiction with clustering method proposed in the SVM-based approach, where distances between any feature points have to be computed. In general, this is also why matching using the PM algorithm is potentially faster than algorithms which compute the distances. The computational time of matching two pyramids in PM algorithm "is linear in the number of features" [44] .
Pyramids in LIBPMK Toolkit [47] are created according to two main parameters:
& "finest_side_length", which determines the length of one side of the smallest bin, & "side_length_factor", which defines the value by which the length of a side of a bin increases from one level to another.
The SVM-based approach (reported in details in [8] ) and the MMR schemes organized according to aforementioned PM and SVT techniques have been examined and compared with regard to the classification accuracy as well as durations of their training and testing phases. Overall results of performed examinations are given in Table 1 . Analysis of the classification accuracy was performed according to the Overall Success Rate measure (OSR), which is defined as follows [75] :
where: n is the number of test images, k is the number of estimated classes (different car models) and n i;i are entries of the main diagonal of a confusion matrix. Results presented in Table 1 have been obtained during experiments performed on a computer system with parameters as follows: DualCore Intel Core i5 650 processor, 4GB of DDR3-1333 RAM. The number of reference images (RI) as well as the number of test (query) images (QI) were the same for all the examined methods and amount to: RI=1360 (for 17 car models) and 3600 (for 45 car models), QI=4865.
Analysis of results presented in Table 1 shows that the SVT-based MMR approach is the most appropriate approach for larger sets of different car models to recognize while the SVMbased one is preferable for smaller sets. It is noticeable also that the PM-based solution has no advantages over the two above-mentioned.
Use of the Scalable Vocabulary Tree algorithm in the case of large number of car models (e.g., 45) allows the MMR module of the presented iCamera system to efficiently distinguish between them. First of all, use of the SVT method in that case gives the OSR rate even higher (0.82) than this possible to achieve in the SVM-based scheme (0.81). The second fact is that the SVT-based approach guarantees the D TR time which is many times shorter than in the case of SVM-based one. For 45 car models for instance, the training phase for the SVT-based approach takes only 40 min, while for the SVM-based one -512 h, what makes this solution impractical in that case. In fact, the PM-based scheme is even better in this field, but the two remaining parameters (D TE and OSR) debase it, in the case of smaller sets of different car models as well.
In the case of smaller sets, relation between the SVT and SVM-based approaches changes to the advantage of the latter. Although the SVT-based scheme still beats the SVM-based one with respect to average duration of the training phase, the D TR time for the SVM-based approach (e.g., for 17 different car models) can be accepted. The most important thing, however, is that the OSR rate for the SVM-based scheme is much better than in case of SVT-based one.
In conclusion to the above-considered, we can state that:
& in the case of smaller sets of different car models to predict, the SVM-based approach seems to be the most perspective due to its pretty good OSR rate, & in the case of larger sets, in turn, the SVT-based scheme should be applied, with regard to its better OSR rate as well as very short duration of its training phase.
As the final supplement, it is valuable to add that all the results presented and discussed in this section were obtained with the use of SURF implementation patterned on OpenCV v. 2.3.1 [53] .
License plate recognition
Automatic recognition of license plates is performed using the Tesseract OCR tool [69] . Tesseract is a powerful open source OCR specially designated to read text from various image formats. The ability to use custom-created training sets is a significant advantage of Tesseract. An OCR application can be oriented to a given specific font type thanks to this ability. As reported in [32] , the recognition accuracy of Tesseract, when used to digitize antique books, is comparable with the well-known commercial ABBYY Fine Reader package. According to our tests, this accuracy is also comparable with that achieved by the OCR Reader -a part of Matrox Image Library [39] . Subsequent steps of the algorithm built in the LPR module are illustrated in Fig. 6 .
During the first preprocessing step, the license plate ROI taken from the GDE module is converted to a grayscale image, then blurred using the Gaussian filter and finally filtered by applying noise removal morphological operations. After that, a binarization using the Otsu method combined with dilation operation is applied. In the next step, the Canny Edge Detector, followed by the selected contour extraction method, were used to reject a frame surrounding the white license plate area as well as the elements outside this frame. This step allows extraction of an area limited only to the gray license plate numbers on the light background. To extract the numbers properly, the adaptive binarization procedure, with the binarization threshold determined according to the neighborhood of successive pixels, is used. Finally, filters based on factors computed according to contour properties of the extracted objects, are applied to remove elements which differ significantly from license plate numbers they are too wide or too tall.
Selected examples of license plate ROIs and results of the last step mentioned above are shown in Fig. 7 .
The results depicted in Fig. 7 show that the accuracy of the LPR algorithm strongly depends on the quality of the input ROI. However, statistical evaluation (taking into account a given number of successive frames with the same license plate), applied after the last OCR step, can significantly increase this accuracy.
The success rate of the LPR algorithm, given as the proportion of correctly recognized license plates among all test images (the test set used in the reported experiments contained 700 images) are as follows:
& with no statistics -76.43 %, & with statistics (based on 15 successive images) -95 %.
Color recognition
The color recognition task is performed according to the procedure illustrated in Fig. 8 . Inputs to this procedure are the "grill" ROI and the Color Reference Table (CRT). The Color Reference Table is a color palette defined with regard to colors used by car manufacturers The idea of vehicle color mapping is present in the literature, as for instance in [24] and [45] . The color recognition approach presented in this paper maps vehicle colors to 8 classes. We have decided to use such an mapping scheme with regard to 2013 Color Popularity Report given by Axalta Coating Systems [7] . According to this report, as well as to the next one for 2014, the colors we have selected refer to the 8 most popular vehicle colors all over the world.
The color recognition algorithm begins with the "White balance" filtering step. The filter applied in this step uses the color of the road surface to modify the color curves, depending on the weather or lighting conditions. Surface images are registered (by the GDE module) every given period of time, when recognition modules are disabled (when no car is present in the camera FOV). The next step changes the color space from RGB to CIELAB according to the requirements of dominant color analysis which is carried out after that. Dominant color analysis is performed with regard to Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD) implementation based on MPEG-7.
In the final step, the dominant color in the analyzed ROI is converted back from CIELAB to RGB space and referred to colors from CRT. The result of this reference is returned as the name of the predicted color.
Success rates relating to individual colors from the CRT table obtained with or without the use of the white balance filter are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 shows that the success rate of the CR module differs according to the color in the CRT table. The highest rate is obtained in the case of the Pink-Red color range, while the lowest is in Gray color range. Figure 9 also shows that results are slightly better when the white balance filter except in the case of the Pink-Red color range.
System efficiency
As mentioned in Section 2, the efficiency of the iCamera system depends mainly on the performance parameters of the applied CPU architecture. To analyze this dependency as well as to verify system assumptions and requirements, the following x86 platforms have been selected: At the moment, the iCamera system implements serial computation. Taking this into account, the total processing time of a single frame is the sum of the times required to decode the video stream, create the frame object, detect and extract two types of ROIs and perform recognition tasks by the MMR, LPR and CR modules. There are, of course, other processes, Fig. 9 Accuracy of the CR module such as those related to statistical evaluation as well as many others connected with internal communication and video stream servicing.
While the duration of recognition tasks varies depending on the analyzed content, the time consumed by the remaining processes is constant and hinges only on hardware performance. There is, however, one exception to the above rule. Because of the stable and very small size of the license plate ROI (about 214×44 pixels) [76] and the recurrent nature of its content, the duration of the LPR task (T LPR ) varies very slightly. In accordance with performed tests we can assume that T LPR , regardless of the platform used, is not larger than 20 ms. Similarly, we can take for granted that the remaining processes (T RP ), except MMR and CR tasks, take no more than 15 ms.
In the case of the MMR module, the times required to process the single QI image and return prediction about make and model of the analyzed vehicles on examined platforms (T MMR ), for 17 different car models, are illustrated in Fig. 10 .
Times needed to complete the task by the CR module (T CR ) are portrayed in turn in Fig. 11 . Charts presented in Figs. 10 and 11 lead to the simple conclusion that the parameters of the Intel i5 architecture give better performance than other selected platforms. However, these charts also allow us to evaluate which frame rate of the IP camera would be the most appropriate.
Taking into consideration the times reported earlier in this section, the average duration of processing the single QI image in the iCamera system (T QI ) is as follows:
This means that the iCamera system is capable, when implemented on the Intel i5 platform or similar, to serially compute 11 frames of resolution 4CIF. Respectively, the frame rate of the IP camera can be 10 or 11 fps. This meets our assumptions about statistical evaluation, because to increase the accuracy we need to predict by analyzing at least 10 frames.
Results depicted above give the summary of the iCamera system time constraints. Considerations presented in Sections 3, 4 and 5 provide data on success rates of the MMR, LPR and CR modules, respectively. To show in turn how these success rates and processing times, related to each of the modules mentioned above, compare with other systems briefly discussed in the Literature Review, tables presented below have been drawn up. Commercial systems have been excluded from this comparison due to the fact that their technological bases are strictly confidential in general. According to the fact that in majority of selected papers the only reported rates were success rates, we have also resigned from depicting the false positive and false negative rates.
As it is depicted in Table 2 , the iCamera's MMR system is pretty effective in comparison to other ones. There are however approaches where reported success rate is higher than in case of the iCamera system, but either number of predicted models is much less, as in [43] and [60] or other conditions, e.g., in which test images were acquired, make the classification task easier, as in [57] . Compared to the architecture presented in this paper, the MMR system described in [34] reports a better average success rate which is over 98 %. It is worth to notice however that the time required to complete the MMR task is for this approach about 10 ms longer than for the iCamera system in the case of 17 different car models. Table 3 shows that the iCamera's LPR system, if applied with statistics, overtakes other approaches taken into the comparison with regard to both average success rate and processing time. The only approach which is comparable to the iCamera system is the one reported in [74] . Table 4 show that approach proposed in [31] is superior to all other methods. The success rate for this "tri-state" approach and for dataset which includes car images taken from real traffic streams (to simulate the ITS scenario) is 97 %. Success rates for other approaches range in general from 82 to 88 %. Our algorithm overtakes only the one reported in [76] .
However, all the CR systems compared in Table 4 with the iCamera's one classify the color of the vehicle into one of seven colors. Our approach differs from them significantly because it classifies the color of the vehicle into one of eight colors. This makes the classification task for our approach harder and probably it is one of the reasons which decreases its average success Tables 2, 3 and 4 and referred to the iCamera system have been obtained using the same test dataset which consisted of 3000 images taken by the network camera positioned over crossroads at the university campus. These test images have been collected in various lighting conditions over a period of 2 years. A sample test image is presented in Fig. 4 .
Another dataset has been gathered for training purposes of the MMR module. According to the fact that in our MMR system each model is represented by 80 images (as it was briefly mentioned in Section 3), this training dataset contained a total number of 3600 images referred to 45 different models of cars. Its sub-set, consisted of 1360 images, refers in turn to 17 models, listed exactly in [8] . All the training images were taken outdoor or downloaded from the Internet (50-50) and represented front sides of cars taken "en face" or at a little angle (less than 30°).
Conclusions and future work
In summary, the novel contributions of this paper are as follows: The current prototype implementation of the iCamera system presented in this paper are is suitable for a wide range of traffic monitoring applications. As shown in Section 2, assumptions made about camera settings were intended to monitor every individual traffic lane of city center streets, countryside roads, highways, parking lots, etc. The goal of traffic monitoring performed by the iCamera system is first of all to create opportunities for identifying offenders in traffic accidents, especially in cases where the offender has fled the scene. Relying on evidence given by witnesses of such accidents, authorized services (e.g., municipal ones) can use the material recorded by the multiple iCamera systems distributed over main crossroads in the city to look for the car (a black Ford Mondeo for instance) which, according to the time of event as well as distance from the scene of the accident, is likely to be responsible. Cars selected this way can then be verified according to their license plate numbers returned by the system. To make the above capabilities useful, the iCamera system must ensure an adequate level of efficiency. The results presented in Section 6 as well as the success rate factors reported in accordance to accuracies of the MMR, LPR and CR modules confirm the iCamera system's utilities in this kind of surveillance applications.
There are however some ways to increase this efficiency. According to performance parameters, the increase can be obtained in two ways:
& by substituting serial computing with parallel computing; & by applying GPU-accelerated computing instead of CPU only.
Our experiments show that using a mixed CPU/GPU architecture combined with OpenCL (Open Computing Language) implementations can increase system performance by more than 5-fold. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that parallel computing will also be able to accelerate the system at least twice.
According to the accuracies of the recognition modules, the system's efficiency can be improved first of all by increasing the number of frames taken into account by the statistical evaluation procedure. To achieve this, the iCamera system has to be able to process more than 10 fps as is the case at the moment. This aspect is however, strongly connected to performance parameters. We hope that proper implementation of both the technologies listed above will allow the frame rate of the applied cameras to be increased at least 25 fps, and in this way improve significantly the system's efficiency as a whole. 
